
Wilson Boulevard Short Term Improvements 
(west from N. George Mason Drive) 

Community Comments to Draft Design Plan 

Fall/Winter 2016 

 

KEY: 

“A” = Letter refers to location on final design plan 

BCA = Bluemont Civic Association 

BMCA = Boulevard Manor Civic Association 

DHCA = Dominion Hills Civic Association 

 COMMENT STAFF RESPONSE 

A Increase pedestrian safety crossing Wilson 
(general comment, BMCA, BCA) 

Pedestrian volume data was reviewed.  Two new 
crosswalks (Harrison & Kensington streets) will be 
established with markings, signage and median 
refuges.  The existing crosswalk at Livingston Street 
will receive an enhanced median refuge and signage.  
Six crossings will be improved with bollards in 
marked curb extensions. 

B Boulevard Manor Civic Association’s top 
priorities are pedestrian safety walking along 
and crossing Wilson, vehicle safety turning on 
and off Wilson and crossing Wilson, and 
[preventing] cut through traffic between 
Wilson and Route 50 

Formalizing the eastbound merge at 
Manchester/Arlington Mill and Wilson will allow for 
safer turning movements as the merge will occur 
prior to the intersection and will deter late lane 
changes. The long-term study will evaluate effects of 
formal merge area to improve and enlarge concrete 
median at intersection. 
 
See comments K, O, P, Q, T and V for more plans for 
short-term improvements that are targeted at 
reducing speeding, improving crossings, turning 
movements onto and off Wilson, and vehicular 
predictability to increase safety for drivers, 
pedestrians, and bicyclists. 
 
Cut-through traffic will be further investigated with 
the long term study and with I-66 HOT lanes project 
to identify appropriate restrictions for residential 
streets. 

C Bluemont Civic Association’s Sidewalk Task 
Force top priorities are speed reduction and 
pedestrian safety 

Extending one-lane west of Arlington Mill Drive and 
formalization of merge area near Manchester should 
help calm traffic speeds. The long-term study will 
monitor speeding through corridor and propose 
appropriate measures for future.  
 
See responses to comment A  above regarding 
pedestrian safety enhancements. 
 



Long-term study will identify opportunities for 
reconstruction of roadway and sidewalks to improve 
sidewalks and enhance pedestrian separation from 
traffic. 

D Two-Way-Left-Turn-Lane is being used for 
vehicle passing (BCA) 

Bollards that will be installed to create refuge areas 
at two new crosswalks will discourage driving in 
center lane. 
 
Long-term study will review crash history to verify 
safety concerns and will consider other potential 
roadway changes. 

E Extend bike lanes or improve transition for 
eastbound bike travel between Frederick St 
and George Mason Drive (general comment) 

Sharrow markings and associated signage will be 
implemented east of Frederick to connect with 
Bluemont Junction Trail. 

F Improve signage at merge near Safeway and 
Frederick street (general comment) 

Merge treatment will be extended further east with 
additional markings and signage for better advance 
notice to westbound drivers. 

G At Harrison Street left turns (eastbound) onto 
Wilson could collide with refuge bollards 
(BCA) 

Location of crosswalk and median refuge has been 
shifted so that turns from Harrison do not conflict 
with planned bollards. 

H Add an eastern leg crosswalk at Harrison 
Street (BCA) 

New crosswalk is provided and carefully located (see 
Comment G). 

I Extend bike lanes westward to County line 
(general comment) 

Westbound bike lane will be extended uphill to 
Larrimore Street.  Extension beyond Larrimore on 
hold due to presence of raised median and parking. 
Long-term study will review parking usage and need 
for median west of Larrimore street to determine 
whether bike lanes can be extended. 

J Designate westbound curb lane between 
Arlington Mill Dr. and Larrimore St. as “bus 
and bikes only”. (DHCA) 

The westbound curb lane is to be reserved for 
bicycles only.  Modest bus service and lack of bus 
stops in that section of Wilson Blvd. do not warrant 
bus lane designation. 

K Request curb extensions at Arlington Mill 
Drive (DHCA) 

Curb extension markings and bollards will be placed 
at Arlington Mill Drive to reduce the pedestrian 
crossing distance and help manage vehicular speeds. 

L Westbound Wilson sidewalk between 
Arlington Mill and Larrimore gets debris from 
hillside on sidewalk (DHCA) 

Long-term study will evaluate if sidewalk and grading 
can be improved to alleviate debris/erosion problem  

M Westbound between Arlington Mill Drive and 
Larrimore Street needs greater buffer 
between traffic and sidewalk (DHCA) 

Curbside lane to be marked as bike lane with a buffer 
strip.  Will increase separation between pedestrians 
and motor traffic. 

N Improve sightlines for southbound vehicles 
on Larrimore turning left onto Wilson (DHCA) 

Reduction to one motor vehicle lane and addition of 
bike buffer and curb extension should improve sight 
distance from Larrimore to approaching traffic on 
Wilson. 



O Improve turns at Manchester (BMCA) Formalizing the eastbound merge at Manchester and 
Wilson will allow for safer turning movements as the 
merge will occur prior to the intersection and will 
deter late lane changes. 
 
Long-term study will evaluate effects of formal 
merge area to improve and enlarge concrete median 
at intersection. 

P Enhance pedestrian crossing at N. Livingston 
street with bollards and markings (BMCA) 

Curb extensions and a center median refuge will be 
marked with paint and bollards.   
 
Long-term study will evaluate whether to make 
marked curb extensions and refuge areas permanent 
with physical construction. 

Q Request for a pedestrian crossing beacon 
(not a traffic signal) at Livingston crosswalk 
(BMCA) 

Long-term study will evaluate if a flashing beacon is 
appropriate for this crossing location. 

R Concern about cut-through traffic within the 
Boulevard Manor neighborhood being 
worsened due to Wilson Boulevard changes 
or I-66 HOT lanes. (BMCA) 

Traffic counts by staff in 2016 did not show a 
worsening of cut-through traffic related to the 
Wilson Blvd Phase 1.   
 
Long-term study will conduct further counts to 
determine amount of cut-through traffic in the 
neighborhood.  Findings can be used in 
determination of need for street modifications or 
regulations to address cut-through traffic.  

S Crosswalk markings near Manchester Street 
may be hard to see due to setting sun in the 
west (DHCA) 

All markings are thermoplastic and include reflective 
beads to provide higher visibility for motorists. 

T Request restriping of eastbound direction, 
west of Manchester Street, to slow down 
vehicles approaching the merge point. 
(BMCA) 

Short-term changes will formalize the merge at 
Manchester and Wilson with advance merge arrows 
and signage to provide a safer transition east of 
Manchester.   
 
Long-term study will evaluate speeds and travel 
movements along the section to see if merge and 
median areas can be made permanent. 

U Concern about snow events with one-lane 
striping west of Manchester Street (DHCA) 

Markings for the bike lane and buffer will not affect 
snow clearing operations as curb to curb cross 
section is not changing and no bollards are being 
installed in this section. 

V Look at left-turns between Wilson and 
Manchester.  Will there be some stacking 
space and good visibility of approaching 
vehicles. (BMCA) 

By formalizing the merge area on Wilson, sight lines 
for on-coming eastbound vehicles will be improved 
due to merge happening prior to the intersection. 



W Request extension of bike lanes to County 
line, or at least to Livingston Street.  
(Petition, general comment) 

The bike lane will not be extended west of Larrimore 
Street at this time due to lack of roadway space in 
the existing street configuration. 
 
Long-term study will review parking occupancy west 
of Larrimore Street and the need for the existing 
center median to determine if the roadway could be 
reconfigured to include bicycle lanes through that 
section. 

Y Extension of bike lane only to Liberty street is 
not far enough to reach nearby pool, skate 
park, shopping center, etc. (Petition, general 
comment) 

See Response W above. 

Z Minimize travel time, wait time and back-ups 
on Wilson Boulevard (BMCA) 

Since the implementation of the lane restriping in 
2015, County staff have been monitoring traffic flow 
on the road.  Initial problems of traffic back-ups at 
the Jefferson street traffic signal have been 
addressed through revisions to the signal timing.  
Planned marking and signage changes for the two 
transition areas should help traffic to move more 
safely and smoothly. 

AA Minimize tax dollars spent on making 
changes to Wilson Boulevard (BMCA) 

The changes made to date have involved relatively 
low expenditures of County funds.  The new lane 
markings were executed with roadway repaving in 
order to be most cost-efficient. 
 
The costs of any further improvements will be 
estimated as part of the long-term planning study.  
The value of making further changes to Wilson 
Boulevard will need to be considered when 
determining future County expenditures.   

 


